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Unit 20 

Leisure Time 
 

Sometimes undergraduates run out  

of ideas about spending their free 

time. Has it ever happened to you? 

Universities have their own 

proposals. Here are some 

suggestions made by an American 

University inviting students to 

organize group activities:  

 

Informal Social Events 
There are many ways for students to 

form a team or organization and gather 

informally. The key is providing fun for 

you and your peers to coalesce. Some 

ideas include: movie nights,          

watching “The Game” on TV, or  

supporting a team, group lunches or 

dinners, weight training or cardio 

sessions at the fitness centers, bowling, 

hanging out and telling 

stories.  

 

Interviews 

Make the getting-to-

know-you process easier by creating 

opportunities for new members to meet 

other students. While “interviewing” 

older members, the newcomers can ask 

a variety of questions, from what they  

want to be when they grow up to  

why they joined the organization or 

team. 

 
Camping trip/hiking 

In our area there is a 

plethora of hiking 

trails and camp-

grounds. An annual camping trip can 

become a tradition for your group.  

 

 
Outdoor 
Education 

Outdoor activities 

can be a physically and mentally 

challenging experience. In addition, it 

also promotes group solidarity. Take 

advantage of the mountain biking, rock 

climbing, sailing, skiing, snow tubing, 

and kayaking opportunities that abound 

in the area. 

Speech Acts 
 

Making and expressing a 
choice  
I think that … 

I prefer … 

It would be a good idea to  

... 

Why don’t we … 

I would rather … 

My own choice would be  

to … 

 

Engaging a conversation 
 

 
 

Hello, have we met? 

Let me introduce myself ... 

You seem quite familiar.  

Do I  know you?  

Extending an invitation 

Shall we… 

Let’s ... 

Do you fancy … 

How about … 

Would you like to … 

 

Arguing pro …  

 
It would be a good idea 

because ... 

 

I would recommend this 

because ... 

 

                            … or con 
I don’t think it would be 

wise to because ... 

 

In my opinion, this is not a 

good idea because … 

 
Vocabulary 
campgrounds = teren/spaţiu de 
campare 
camping trip = excursie cu cortul  
cardio sessions = exerciţii de 
întreţinere pentru cord  
challenging = ceva ce se 
constituie într-o provocare 
to coalesce = a se aduna, a se 
coaliza 
from ... to ... = de la … pînă la 
to gather = a se aduna 
to hang out = a petrece timp 
împreună (în oraş) 
hiking = drumeţie 
hiking trails = drumeag  
to interview = a lua un interviu 
informally = informal, fără a se 
formaliza  
to join = a se alătura 
kayaking = caiac (sport) 
mountain biking = ciclism montan 
newcomers = nou veniţi 
opportunity = oportunitate 
outdoor activities = activităţi în aer 
liber 
peers = colegi, tovarăşi, semeni 
plethora = o largă varietate 
to promote = a promova, a 
încuraja 
to provide = a asigura, a furniza 
rock climbing = alpinism 
sailing = navigaţie (sport) 
snow tubing = bob 
undergraduates = studenţi din 
ciclul licenţă 
weight training = ridicare de 
greutăţi (sport) 
 

Phrases 
getting-to-know-you process = 
ritualul de a face cunoştinţă 
in addition = în plus/ pe lângă asta  
providing fun for you to coalesce = 
a transforma  petrecerea timpului 
împreună într-o activitate plăcută  
take advantage of = a profita de… 
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Language Use Practice 
 

A. Ordinal numbers (G. I. 4. 1) 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

.... 

21 

22 

.... 

33 

34 

... 

45 

46 

... 

57 

58 

... 

69 

70 

... 

101 

one 

two 

three 

four 

five 

six 

seven 

eight 

nine 

ten  

eleven  

twelve 

... 

twenty-one 

twenty-two 

... 

thirty-three 

thirty-four 

... 

forty-five 

forty-six 

... 

fifty-seven 

fifty-eight 

... 

sixty-nine 

seventy 

... 

one hundred 

and one 

1
st
  the first  

2
nd

 the second 

3
rd

 the third 

4
th

 the fourth 

5
th

 the fifth  

6
th

 the sixth 

7
th

 the seventh 

8
th

 the eighth 

9
th

 the ninth 

10
th

 the tenth 

11
th

 the eleventh 

12
th

 the twelfth 

... 

21
st
 the twenty-first 

22
nd

 the twenty-second 

... 

33
rd

  the thirty-third 

34
th

  the thirty-fourth 

... 

45
th

  the forty-fifth 

46
th

  the forty-sixth 

… 

57
th

 the fifty-seventh 

58
th

 the fifty-eighth 

… 

69
th

 the sixty-ninth 

70
th

 the seventieth 

… 

101
st
 the one 

 hundred and first 

 

 
 

B. Adverbs for listing arguments  
(G. XV. 1):  
Firstly, ...  

Secondly, ... 

Thirdly, ... 

Lastly/finally, ... 

 

Other phrases 

In the first place/first of all, ... 

In the second place/ second of all, ... 

In the third place/third of all, ... 

Last of all, ...  

 
1. List in order of your preferences the activities 
suggested above by the university: 

 
First of all I would like to ... 

My second favourite activity would be ..................... 

My third favourite activity would be .........................   

My fourth favourite activity would be ...................... 

My ........... favourite activity would be ..................... 

My .................................... would be ........................ 

My ............................................................................. 

 

2. Arguing for ... 
I like playing volleyball firstly because …………… 

.....................………………. and secondly because 

.................................................................................... 

 
3. Arguing against ... 
I don’t like watching movies for the following reasons: 

Firstly, because .......................................................... 

Secondly, because ..................................................... 

………....................................................................... 

and thirdly, because .................................................. 

 

 

3. Imagine an architecture 
undergraduate would like to 
enrol in a course in Art 
History. What do you think? 
List the arguments in 
favour of your opinion: 
 

 

In my opinion, taking up a course in Art History is a ... 

(good/bad) idea. First of all, because ......................... 

................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................ 

Second of all, ........................................................................ 

................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................... 

Thirdly, ................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................. 

.............................................................................................. 

............................................................................................... 

Lastly, ................................................................................... 

............................................................................................... 

............................................................................................... 
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Movie Review 
 

The Constant Gardener 
 

The latest film from director 

Fernando Meirelles, "The Constant 

Gardener" is an adaptation of John Le 

Carre's novel. The film stars Ralph 

Fiennes as Justin Quayle, a diplomat 

whose wife, Tessa (Rachel Weisz) is 

killed early in the film in a 

roadside attack in Kenya.  

When Justin finds out 

about the tragic events, he decides to 

go deeper than the official reasons 

behind the attack, and find out if there 

is a cover-up behind the death of his 

activist wife. 

 
However, while part of the film is a 

romantic drama, the other half is more 

of a thriller regarding pharmaceutical 

companies and their corrupt practices 

in Africa. Justin tries to get to the 

bottom of what happened to his wife 

and what's going on in Africa. 
 

As for the performances, they're quite 

good. I've always liked Weisz. On the other hand, I've not 

always liked Fiennes, although I've thought some of his 

performances have been powerful. His performance in "The 

Constant Gardener" is subtle. It's a complex performance that 

says a great deal with a look.  

 

Lastly, for a story often told in flashback, the film's structure is 

exceptional, and it is easy-to-follow throughout. Overall, the 

film's terrific script, strong performances and great visuals 

combine to form one of the year's better films. 

 

 
 

The Constant Gardener  

Director: Fernando 

Meirelles 

Writers: John le Carré 

(novel),  Jeffrey Caine 

(screenplay) 

Release Date: 31 August 

2005 (USA)  

Genre: Drama / Thriller  

Tagline: Love. At any 

cost.  

Plot Outline: A widower 

is determined to get to the 

bottom of a potentially 

explosive secret involving 

his wife's murder, big 

business, and corporate 

corruption.  

Awards: Won Oscar. 

Another 20 wins & 41 

nominations  

Comments: Meirelles, 

Weisz and Fiennes make a 

modern political 

masterpiece.  

Runtime: 129 min  

Country: Germany / UK  

Language: Italian / 

English / Swahili / German  

Filming Locations: Berlin 

Hauptbahnhof, Berlin, 

Germany 

Vocabulary  
 
although = deşi 
award = premiu 
to cover-up = a masca, a 
ascunde 
director = regizor 
genre = gen (literar/ artistic) 
going on = a se petrece 
great visuals = imagini superbe 
the latest = cel mai recent 
masterpiece = capodoperă 
movie review = recenzie de film 
novel = roman 
overall = per ansamblu 
performance = joc actoricesc 
plot outline = schema intrigii  
regarding = legat de  
release date = premiera 
to star = a juca în rolul principal  
roadside attack = atac la margine 
de drum 
runtime = timp de rulare 
screenplay = scenariu de film  
script = scenariu 
terrific = excelent 
tagline = fraza care rezumă 
povestea 
while = pe când/în timp ce 
widower = văduv 
writer = scriitor 
 

International words  
 
flashback 
thriller 
 

Phrases 
 
as for = cât priveşte 
it says a great deal with a look = 
spune multe dintr-o privire 
to get to the bottom of =  a 
descoperi sensurile ascunse  
to go deeper = a sonda mai 
adânc 
on the other hand = pe de altă 
parte 
it is easy-to-follow throughout = e 
uşor de urmărit pînă la final 

                                 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0576987/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0576987/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0576987/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0494170/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0128997/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Genres/Drama/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Genres/Thriller/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Countries/Germany/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Countries/UK/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Languages/Italian/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Languages/English/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Languages/Swahili/
http://www.imdb.com/Sections/Languages/German/
http://www.imdb.com/List?endings=on&&locations=Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany&&heading=18;with+locations+including;Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany
http://www.imdb.com/List?endings=on&&locations=Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany&&heading=18;with+locations+including;Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany
http://www.imdb.com/List?endings=on&&locations=Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany&&heading=18;with+locations+including;Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany
http://www.imdb.com/List?endings=on&&locations=Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany&&heading=18;with+locations+including;Berlin%20Hauptbahnhof,%20Berlin,%20Germany
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Language Use Practice 
 

C. Reported Speech (G. IX) 
Reporting what a speaker says. 

 

Direct Speech  

‘I am a movie fanatic. I have a favourite film 

director and his name is Stephen Spielberg.’ 

 

Indirect Speech 

She says she  is a movie fanatic. She tells me 

that she has a favourite director and that his 

name is Stephen Spielberg. 

 

SAY vs.  TELL 

 

TELL always has a personal direct object: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She says she enjoys going to the movies in 

her spare time. 

 She tells me she enjoys going to the movies 

in her spare time 

 

4. Relate to a group of friends what the 
following people have said, are saying, or will 
say to you: 
 
a. The professor: ‘I hope I have made myself  

clear.’ 

The professor has said ………………………… 

 

b. Your room mate: ‘I am going to a club meeting 

tonight so I will be late.’  

My room mate says……………………………. 

 

c. Your concerned mother: ‘I hope you are 

feeding yourself.’ 

My mother will say ……………………………… 

 
5. Write full sentences for the following: 
 
                             a. She says ………………. 

 

 

 

                              b. She says ……………… 

                               …………………………. 

 

 

 

                              c. She tells me that ……. 

                               ………………………… 

 

 

                              d. She also tells me that  

                              …………………………. 

 

                               e. She says ……………. 

                               ………………………… 

 

 

 

                              f. She says ……………. 

                               ..……………………….. 

 

6. Look at the movie review above and fill in 
the gaps with information provided by the 
critic:  
 

The critic says that the Constant Gardener … an 

adaptation of John le Carre’s novel. He tells us 

that it … director Fernando Meirelles’ latest film.  

     The actors starring in the film, he reports,  … 

Ralph Fiennes as Justin Quayle and Rachel Weisz 

playing his wife Tessa.  

     The critic goes on to say that the story is a 

romantic one but also a ... about the … in Africa.  

     As for the actors and their performances, the 

critic confesses that he … Rachel Weisz, but he 

cannot ... the same about Ralph Fiennes. 

However, he admits that in this movie Fiennes’ 

performance is …  

      Finally, the critic recommends the film 

because of the terrific …, … performances and … 

 

‘I enjoy going to the 
movies in my spare 
time.’ 
 

I just love 

Russell Crowe. 

He is one of 
my favourite 

actors. 

I have watched 

all of his 

performances. 
.s. 

He always 

manages to 

surprise me. 
nes. 

I am going to 
see his latest 

movie too.  

I am sure I 

will enjoy it! 


